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ENSIGN HYLAND, B.C. 1939 "FR. MALACHY'S MIRACLE"
AWARDED HIS GOLD WINGS THRILLS CAPACITY HOUSE
U. S. ENSIGN

Squantum Base

Scene of Start
JOINS FLEET SOON
GRADUATE OF ADVANCED
NAVAL STATION AT
PENSACOLA
Francis W. Hyland, graduate of
Boston College in the class of '39,
has been graduated from the U.
S. Naval Station at Pensacola and
following the footsteps of many
former Alumni, will take his position among the members of the
fleet within a short time.
Ensign Hyland attended Boston
College High School and while at
the Heights played on the varsity
baseball team for two years. Prior
to his entrance into the navy in
search of his coveted gold wings,
he attended Boston College Law
School for one semester. Hyland's
naval aviation training began at
Squantum Naval Air Base, where
after spending a month, he reported for advanced training at
Pensacola. His training duty completed, he has been given a seventeen days leave and is to report
back to the station as a flight instructor this month.
Aids Enlistment Officer

Ensign Hyland, who lives at 555
Bennington Street, East Boston,
has been aiding the First Naval
District's Flight Selection Board
obtain qualified applicants for the
navy's flight training course during his leave. In such a capacity he
visited the Heights during the past
week together with Lieut. Comdr,
Collins, of the board, to seek enlistments from the student body
for a naval career. If any conclusion is to be gathered from the
large attendance at the meeting,
held last Thursday, there are many
who desire to follow in the footsteps of Frank Hyland.
As outlined by the officer who
addressed the group, the course
gives an attractive offer to the
would-be flyers in the school. The
period of training normally requires eight months at a naval
flight training center and upon
successful completion of the course
there, the student is commissioned
an ensign in the Naval Reserve
and sent for active service in the
navy for four years. After three
years he is eligible for promotion
to the rank of Lieutenant, Junior
grade.

FRANCIS W. HYLAND

Fulton In Debate
With Holy Cross
Preserving the unbeaten record
of the Fulton Debating Society,
two of its members defeated a
team from Loras College of Dubuque, lowa, last Friday evening
by an unanimous decision.
Upholding the negative side of
the question, resolved: "That the
nations of the Western Hemisphere should enter a permanent
union", the Fulton speakers Rob't
Kopp, '42 and Joseph Nolan, '42.
Their arguments in general did
stress the fact that, should the
United States enter such a permanent union, she would surrender her power to act as an individual nation in international affairs, thus creating an unfair and
psychologically impossible situation. Furthermore, the Fulton debaters denied that such a union
could be any more effective regarding the people of the hemisphere than has the present PanAmerican union has been.
Dr. Norbet A. Wilhelm, superintendent of the Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital, Mr. James C. Flaherty
of the American Institute of Architects, and Mr. Richard J. Dunn,
L.L.8., decided unanimously in
favor of the Boston College Society.
The debate was held under the
auspices of the Presentation Literary and Social Association of
Brighton, in the Presentation clubhouse, and was presided over by
Mr. Wra. E. Bennent, Jr., L.L.8.,
of the Boston College Law School
'35. Each speaker was allowed ten
minutes for his main speech, and
five minutes for rebuttal.
(Continued on Page 4)

FULTON debates HOLY CROSS
TONIGHT

PRINCETON SAT., FEB. 22
At WALTHAM

Speakers Named
For Anniversary
Governor Herbert R. O'Conor
of Maryland and Wm. F. O'Neil
will speak at the International
Communion Sunday in honor of
the 400th anniversary of the founding of the Jesuit order to be held
in more than 400 cities and towns
of the United States and Canada
Sunday, March 23, it was announced yesterday by John C. Gill,
general chairman of the event.
On March 23 communion breakfast will be held by 28 Jesuit colleges and more than 100,000 graduates are expected to attend the
breakfasts. The addresses of the
speakers will be broadcast over a
national radio network from 12 to
1 P. M. (E.S.T.).
Governor O'Conor is a graduate
of Loyola College of Baltimore
where he received his A.B. and
LL.D. degrees. He received his
M.A. at the Universtiy of Maryland. He is a former State's attorney and a former Attorney General
of the United States. He was elected governor of Maryland in 1939.
O'Neil is president of the General Tire and Rubber Co. He received his A.B. from Holy Cross
and his LL.D. from the same college. He is also president of the
Barberton Foundry Co. and president of the Akron Standard Mold
Co. He is director of St. Thomas
Hospital and is also a director of
the Rubber Manufacturing Association of America.
Credit for the organization of
the Communion Sunday goes to
Mr. Gill who is secretary of the
B.C. Alumni Association. Mr. Gill
has been working on arrangements
for the affair since last fall, and
it is the first of its kind ever to be
held.

Celebrate Mass
Of Eastern Rite
The combined sodalities of the
New England Catholic Colleges
will attend a Mass celebrated according to the Eastern rite in the
library auditorium on Sat., Mar.
22. This form of celebrating the
Holy Sacrifice unprecedented at
the Heights should prove to be of
interest to all students and as such
should command a large attendance.
The Sodalities, which make up
the New England Inter-Collegiate
Union for Catholic Action, had
planned to hold this High Mass
February 22nd but due to circumstances, plans have been changed.
A Mass, performed in the same
Eastern rite was held at Weston
College last year and the ceremony
was reported to have been exceedingly impressive.
The novel feature of the Sacrifice in the Eastern Rite is that the
entire Mass is said in the Arabic
tongue in place of the usual Latin.
Also the communicants will receive
the Sacramental Species under the
form of bread and wine instead of
the Host of the Roman rite. This
practise is common in the Greek
and the Syrian churches and a few
students have availed themselves
of this opportunity at churches in
Boston where these rites are used.
This High Mass will held at 9
o'clock and it is hoped that a large
representation from the college
will be present.

CANON GEOGHEAN

Roger Baker Hit
As Fr. Malachy
DUVEY IS DIRECTOR
SUPPORTING CAST SCORES
IN FINEST DRAMA
OF SEASON

JOSEPH ODONNELL

Marquette Faces

Fordham Tonight

In an attempt to stage a comeback after their initial defeat by
Siena last Friday night, three
members of Marquette will face a
Fordham team tonight in a debate
on the intercollegiate question of
the year. "Resolved that the nations of the Western Hemisphere
should form a permanent union."
Robert W. Galligan, Joseph McSweeney and John Grady will uphold the affirmative side of the
question for Boston College. Galligan is the President of the Society and has been active as a debater during both his Freshman
and Sophomore years. Joseph McSweeney, another Marquette veteran will be the second speaker
for the Affirmative. Grady, like his
colleagues, is a sophomore who has
already seen action both in other
intercollegiate debates and in lecture debates sponsored by local
organizations.
The debate will be held this evening in the Senior Assembly Hall
of the Tower Building at 8:00 P.
M. The Fordham delegation will
undoubtedly afford a fine opposing argument judging from previous presentations. The question
is interesting because of its several phases and because of its
timely occurrence. There has been
much consideration given to a plan
by government authorities and tonight's debate will echo many of
the current pros and cons.
Last Friday evening, Rob't Halligan and Henry O'Connell opposed
Robert Andres and William De
Myers of Siena College of New
York on the same Question of
(Continued on Page 4)

"Fr. Malachy's Miracle", Broadway stage hit comedy, had an unusually successful opening- last
evening-, before a large and appreciative
audience
composed
chiefly of students and their escorts, as Student Night was celebrated at John Hancock Hall.
The title role was capably taken
by Roger Baker, president of the
Dramatic Society, who has had
wide experience in both amateur,
and professional productions.
The plot revolves about the
plight of a Scottish parish priest
who finds that a nearby tavern is
much too close for the spiritual
well-being of his flock. The complications which arose before the
tavern is eventually removed,
bring with it many humorous episodes, and scenes of high dramatic
value.
When the play was first opened
on Broadway, at St. James Theatre, late in 1937, it was immediately hailed by the critics as one
of the few new comedies which
had that much sought-after element of successful drama?an
original plot.
The comedy to be found in this
play is very definitely not of the
usual "slapstick" type, a variety
very much overworked in the
theatre today, but it will find instantaneous appeal to both high
school students, and adults, as was
shown by last night's performance.
With the opening of this new
play, the Dramatic Club departs
from tradition, in that this drama
was coached, and directed by a
well known professional actor
Mr. Elliot Duvey. The Society
feels honored to have been able
to secure the services of such a distinguished man of the theatre. Mr.
Duvey will be remembered for his
successes in "Dr. Faustus" and
"Hamlet", as he headed the Federal Theater when it was in Boston.
This should be an unique opportunity for those students and their
friends, who have not witnessed a
performance, to see one of the
finest comedies ever penned produced in masterful fashion by the
Dramatic Society.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Editorial
CONTRACTS DO HAVE A MEANING
A contract, as defined by law, is a written agreement

in which the conditions to be fulfilled by both parties are
clearly stated and obligations, binding to the full extent,
are imposed on the contracting parties. In Ethics we learn
that a contract supposes that both parties have a sufficient knowledge of the terms to which they are agreeing. Among men we consider a contract as a written declaration of obligations which both parties have imposed
upon themselves for the general goal of all concerned.
At all times we have considered a contract, aside from
legal and obligations, as binding in good faith.
All this may seem self evident. If questioned, almost
every man would readily agree to these terms. You may
argue that there is no need to make such assertions. Yet,
in the world of chaos and ruin, it is time that we recalled
some of the fundamental doctrines of mankind. Today in
the international sphere, agreements mean nothing. They
seem to be made only to be broken before the ink is dry.
Realizing that man's word has so degraded, it is for us
to protect the integrity of personal contract. After all,
this constitutes a main cog in man's relation with society.
If contracts are not to be binding among men we will ultimately find ourselves in a world of skepticism. What is
to happen if we are forced to doubt the promise of every
man? We would soon find our world crumbling beneath
us. A contract is a promise. It is a declaration of good
faith. It is man's medium of contact with other men.
Imagine the chacs if personal contracts were to be ignored. No one could trust his fellow man. The trust of
lawyer and doctor would be worthless. The world would
soon reduce itself to ultimate deterioration. Contracts are,
without a doubt, man's guarantee of a working society.
Let us remember that the sanctity of a contract is a
fundamental ideal of the Christian religion, it is a bond
between men. If we are to be true men, let us always keep
faith with others. That is a man's way of doing things.

The faculty and students of the College of Business Administration wish to extend sincere sympathy to Arthur
Curry of the Junior class upon the passing of his father.
Mr. Curry was graduated with the class of 1902.

DRAMATIC SOCIETY
(Continued from Page 1)
Assisting Roger Baker, in important roles are Edward Myer as
the "Canon", and Paul Good as the
elderly servant to the Canon. The
large experienced supporting cast
includes:

CAST OF CHARACTERS
In order of appearance

Richard Keating

Mac

Paul Good
Peter
Edward Meyers....Andrew Gillespie
Thomas Heath
Father Flaherty
Everett Good
Jerry
(Continued on Page 4)

the excellent symptoms of illhealth, and all the chronic maladies of Europe's invalid and hypochondriac condition. Such is our
present unfortunate position.
Are the executive and legislative
departments of our federal government now working in the interests
of the electorate as they are expected to do according to the democratic process? I fail to see any
evidence of it. Are they taking
upon their shoulders the mantles
of seers who are absorbed in plotting the shape of Things to Come?
Every indication would lead to that
conclusion. The democratic process
and the democratic tradition are
then in a state of suspended animation while our elders go lallygagging about seeking pleasanter
groves in which to "escape".
Westbrook Pegler has well described the present war, "our war",
in terms of a party. They supply
thc grounds; we supply ice cream
and cake.
I supported the present administration in its campaign for contin-

do not regret so
doing, and I do not now retract
that support principally because 1
see nothing offered in its place. The
present complete dissolution of
party ties with regard to the nation's foreign policy testimony to
the effect if we selected the Republican party in recent elections we
would run the same risk of war involvement, and be saddled with reuance in power. I

actionary policies

to
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Heightones
By TOM GALLIGAN
Boston College is active. Perhaps we have in our midst
the most active debating group in this vicinity. There are, however, several difficulties which should be changed if Boston College is to maintain its present high standard in debating circles. First of all debating
lacks co-ordination and secondly student interest, though militant, is

Debating

at

small.
?H?
Let us consider the latter problem first. Student interest in any
organization is hard to arouse. Once aroused, however, it usually is a
potent factor in any school function. Debating is no exception. We are
proud to say that tho:e who are members of both senior and junior debating societies are an active group and have preserved the integrity of
these societies. Nevertheless, the group is a small one and should be enlarged. It may be argued that it is better to have a small group with
which to work. The fact is though, that there are many within the
school who have ability and are not grasping their opportunity.

?H?

Though the societies have spread their fame around greater Boston
and in other more distant cities, we know that competition improves
quality. This is no reflection on the present members of the debating
organizations. It is rather an exhortation of those who have ability and
have not taken advantage of their ability.
?H?
After all, to be a bit pragmatic about this situation, you pay for
the privilege of debating in your student activity fees. Why not get
your money's worth while here at the school? Not only would you improve debating here at the school, but you would benefit yourself considerably. The training one gets through debating will be of tremendous
value in future life. Anyone who intends to associate with others, in
business or professional capacity should be able at least to express his
convictions. Without doubt debating is an asset to any man, especially

own Fifth Columnists have pledged
our wealth, our resources, and even
our man power, to another nation.
We have forfeited our national
character. We are determined to become a satellite to a European power
and mortgage our future to its
future. As a nation we have become a
homesick for a European location
where we can proceed to enjoy all

Publishers Representative

420 Madison Ave.

Aid-to-Britain.

flicted with an inferiority-complex
where the English are concerned.
Not because my reading of Social
justice has beguiled me into believing that a Nazi victory will be
a good thing for Europe and the
wcrld at large. Not because I am
so naive as to think that in some
mystical way, the Nazi-fascist
scourge is still a potential bulwark
against the forces of Bolshevism,
or that the Holy See will take a
"realistic" attitude toward the New
Order, or that Hitler may be bad
but Churchill is no angel, or for
any other reactionary reasons that
have currency in less enlightened
Catholic circles, but because I am
an American in the true sense of
the word.
All out Aid-to-Britain is a virtual admission that we no longer
exist as an independent nation. Our

Arsenault, '41
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News Editor ?Edmund A. Weiss '42
Business Manager?Arthur F. Jones '41
Society Editor?Robert McGehearty '41
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Not because I am Irish and af-

Sports Editor ?Albert
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To the Editor cf The Heights,
Dear Sir:
Although I am fully aware that
by the time you are in receipt of
this correspondence the burning
question herein discussed may be,
like Marley, dead as a doornail, I
should like to express an opinion
regarding Aid-to-Britain that may
seem a bit unusual for this prosaic,
pedestrian, a n d unimaginative
campus.
I am opposed

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Editor-in-Chief ?Thomas J. Galligan, Jr., '41
Managing Editor?Paul C. Post, '41

Feature

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

college

man.

?H?

Coming to the second point, we would like to suggest a more efficient way of handling the program of debates. Through the news
columns of this paper, we have noticed that often times, both the
Marquette and Fulton have arranged debates to be held in the same
vicinity on the same night. This results in meagre audiences at both
affairs. If, first of all, student interest, outside of the society could be
revived and if more co-ordination could be arranged, we believe that
debating would attain the widespread popularity of past years. We may
be presuming too much to suppose that debating is as popular to outsiders as it once was. We think that our presumptions can be justified.
?Flit is not for us to change matters but we can offer constructive
criticism which can be considered by members of both the Marquette
and Fulton. May we suggest a cooperating board composed of members
of both societies. The function of this board would be to arrange debates, assign them, by agreement, to either the Fulton or the Marquette
and insure adequate audiences for every debate. In this way, there would
be no conflict of dates and interest would be improved.
?H?
The duties of the board, from a student interest viewpoint, would
be first of all to give publicity to each and every debate. Contact papers
in the city where they were to debate. Contact the students and give
them sound reasons why they should attend the debate. In other words,
make things attractive for the audience. It would be in the hands of
the board to achieve this. Perhaps this idea is impractical at the present
time, if so all well and good. We offer the suggestion in the belief that
its adoption would benefit debating at Boston College. At any rate,
those who should be and are not members of a debating organization,
wake up and join either the Marquette or Fulton. If you don't you may
have occasion to regret that you passed up a golden opportunity.

boot. So the

choice, while unpleasant, is none

the less obvious.
I have contributed towards giving the present administration a
new lease on life to realize its proper
and necessary objective: the furtherance and expansion of the laudable New Deal program of domestic reform. I am deeply distrustful
of the motives and sincerity of
many who are now so vociferously
advocating a brisk dip in the boiling European cauldron. Extreme
left-wing New Dealers, and plutoreactionary
cratic
Republicans
make strange bed-fellows according to my point of view. Although

billions

are

defense (a worthy cause), and all ing the added burden of a warAid-to-Britain (an unworthy time, totalitarian economy we are
cause), nary a murmur can be de- risking the possibility of wrecking
tected from the ranks of those who the delicate and complicated strucwere so horrified and aroused by ture of our economic system, and
the amount of money spent by the permanently halting the progress
New Deal. As a mater of fact, bil- of social justice. In other words,
lions mean as little to them now the present trend amounts to sabas they were supposed to have otage.
The
meant to the New Dealers.
Of what earthly good can we be
economic and financial condition to the world if we, too, find ourof the country is still in a serious selves smouldering in ruins?
plight. It will be sometime before
Your humble and obedient serthe benefits resulting from the poli- vant,
cies of this administration can be
Ray Scannell, '41.
being appropriated for realized. I believe that in shoulderout

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

Sflutmt <£a{?s?
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French Academy Club Members Story Behind
C.-H. C. Trophy
Radios B.Undoubtedly
Holds Quiz Period Building
all those who read
Having taken a keen interest

Yearbook Staff
Urges Support

With the Sub Turri rapidly
taking shape, the annual poll on
the "mosts" and "bests" of the
senior class and concerning sundry other subjects will soon be
taken, according to an announcement by Thomas A. Finnegan.
editor of the year-book.
Although no definite date has
been set for the poll, it will probably be within the next two weeks,
and Finnegan wishes to inform
the seniors to be ready to make
their selections. In order to have
the poll go off smoothly, it is
necessary for everyone to be able
to make his choice when the time

The "Information Please" program conducted weekly by >.he
French Academy was held last
Tuesday afternoon in the Fulton
Room. The meeting was conducted as a sport's quiz, and the members of the Academy tried to
stump the Board of Experts consisting of Henry Marioli, Henry
Trainor and John Connolly. The
experts, however, succeeded in answering most of the questions proposed to them by the members.
Next week's meeting will be
highlighted by another "Information Please" program with the
members of the academy placing
comes.
While the Sub Turri is progres- any questions on the subject of
sing nicely, there are still several current radio activities before the
items in which the seniors might board. Due to the great variety
lend their co-operation. The first of questions that may be posed
on the list, is the feature section. en such a widespread subject as
To have a satisfactory feature radio activity this meeting will
section, it is necessary to obtain assure an interesting discussion
as many informal snapshots of both on the part of the board of
the seniors as possible. These experts and the members. Besnapshots are very much in de- cause of the universal interest of
mand, and as many as have them these discussions, attendance at
meetings will not be restricted to
at their disposal are urged to subAcademy members alone, but all
them
Sub
Turri
office
mit
to the
students interested are invited.
at the most convenient opportunity.
Also the proofs of pictures for
the senior section must be re- however, the pictures will fail to
turned to Purdy's before the end appear, for the time is getting
of next week. The progress of short.
As yet, very few have taken
the year book has been hindered
considerably, by the apparent lack advantage of the installment plan,
of interest on this matter. By and, although it is entirely up to
this time, the engraver and print- the individual, it would be well to
er should have all pictures to ap- keep the fact in mind. Payments
pear in the book and be ready can be made at any time and in
to go to press. Unless the seniors, any amount at the Sub Turri
co-operate with the staff on this, office.

in the new program for this
semester, the members of the
Radio Club are now actually engaged in constructing radio sets
under the guidance of competent
instructors. Progress was at first
a trifle slow, but it is expected
that ence the preliminary steps
are mastered, the rest will be
easy.

The code instruction classes,
originally scheduled for this week
have been temporarily postponed
but many of the students are taking advantage of their free hours
to practice the code themselves.
The contests, which were announced last week, will be held in
the near future, according to
President Arnold.
In regard to the code classes,
any student who is interested in
learning the code or radio itself,
is invited to attend these lectures,
which are held every Tuesday at
3:15 in the Radio Room. Those
who can not attend the regular
class may make arrangements
with fellow students to practice
the code during their free hours.
Many members of the Radio
Club hope to eventually obtain
their amateur radio operator's license and since mastery of the
code is essential, this time is not
wasted.

FRED WARING'S PLEASURE
TIME
Leading N.B.C. Stations
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.?
7:00 P. M., E. S. T.; 6:00 P. M.,
this article have seen the Boston
C. S. T.; 10:00 P. M., C. S. T.;
College football trophies in the
9:00
P. M., M. T.; 8:00 P. M., P. T.
Dean's
showcase outside
the
Wednesday?7:oo
P. M., E. S.
office. These trophies, in them6:00
P.
T.;
M.,
T.; 5:00 P.
C.
S.
selves, do not represent any great
T.; 4.00 P. M., P. T.
monetary value, but because oi' M., M.
their significance, their value is GLENN MILLER'S MOONLIGHT
SERENADE
inestimable.
C.B.S. Stations
LeadingThe Boston College-Holy Cross
Tues., Wed., Thurs.?lo:oo P.
victory trophy is a recent addition
M., E. S. T.: 9:00 P. M., C. S. T.;
to the list of football trophies. In
8:00 P. M., M. T., 7:00 P. M., P. T.
time this trophy will become a
PROFESSOR QUIZ
much coveted honor. This beauC.B.S. Stations
Leadingtiful piece of work was made posTuesday?9:3o P. M., E. S. T.;
sible by the contributions of the
students of the two colleges, and 8:30 P. M., C. S. T.; 7:30 P. M.,
M. T.; 6:30 P. M., P. T.
even now, less than four months
after its presentation it has beFrom the University of Cornell,
come famous.
1939 Eastern Champions, Boston
As the result of the Sugar College has taken the Lambert
Bowl triumph over the UniverTrophy. This trophy is given each
sity of Tennessee, Boston College
year to the leading Eastern colhas earned the privilege of keeplege football team. This Laming in her possession the original bert trophy
is the most valuable
Sugar Bowl. The silver bowl, of
the five.
which was made in England durThe other two trophies, symboling the early eighteen hundreds,
izing two of Boston College's
has far exceeded its original cost greatest teams were presented
of somewhere around one hundred
in 1920 and 1928.
dollars.
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Social Shots

By PABLO

It appears
Whispers only
that brass buttons are like cat-nip
to some people, but don't worry,
Shrapnel, you'll have more than
brass buttons soon . . that wasn't
the habitual with whom Jack McElwee was seen at the Totem Pole
both Fri. and Sat. nites . . Merrymount tossed a coin and it landed
he's going to New
Hodge up
York soon and has already started
Bob Mcto take up collections
Gehearty went to N. Y. over the
week-end but the Merrymount
Maidens must have provided some
unusual attraction for he hasn't
been seen around here all week .
Ned Martin is having loads of
LETTER
trouble . . . Several
Swanky Newbury Street dressmakers were visited by Ernie Santosuosso this week
he was interpreting for his little exiled
Countess Angelina Conchini
. .
Jimmie
O'Donohue's
Barbara
doesn't live there any more
.
Tom Galligan is now visiting that
. .
new spot on Reservoir Road
Is it true that the Stylus has,
through ignorance, indulged in a
bit
of heresy? . . . RIPPLES
AROUND . . . Medico George Tully gave a small dinner party and
wound up at the Totem Pole Fri.
Eve. . . . Co-medic White was also
toting at the Totem
Against
.
what professor is Ray Flynn organizing a club ? . . . the fencers
were so entranced by the Middlebury campus, the largest in the
world, that they are going to stage
. we
a go-back next week
haven't heard much from Joe Maguire since that horrible night at
the Arsenault-Nolan
Ken's . .
soap box speeches have solved practically all the world's problems .
Bud Morrissey and
they think .
Gloria have learned to jitterbug
consult Norumbega last Saturday evening . . Fran Blouin of
party fame gave Nashua's nite
spots a break over the week-end,
but ask him what he was doing
Friday night .
Red Ryan made
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it the usual twosome with Jean
last Sunday por la noche . . . Al
Arsenault and Rose Marie found
a couple of high seats at the play
last night . . Jim is now known
as Kiley the Killer . . . John McNeil didn't do badly either up there
Bob Riordan took
in Vermont .
the raw end of that Regis deal but
just for spite he may encore
Was that Mary Biltt with whom
Ed McCarthy was dancing last
.
week-end ?
Women haters
William
Dowd
and
Johnnie
Balentine
condescend to
drag
to the play tonight . . . F. Basil
Smith was per usual every place
that one person could be last week
. . . The Ski Club (pron. shi club)
will repeat their popular visits to
Belknap, N. H. tomorrow
. Fr.
Carroll is really becoming quite a
skier . . . BELIEVE IT OR NOT
.
the victorious Sienas were
treated by the Marquette at the
. Bob
Paddock Club Fri. nacht .
Casey will make it a double at St.
all
Mary's next Wednesday
those wise individuals will make
their reservations for Tommy Dorsey's appearance on March sth . .
Ike Jones and you know who else
were skating at Weston so it can't
be true what we said last week
. . . guess what Bill Everett and
Betty did over the week-end . .
Bill Duffy's Middlebury blind was
so practical that she even found
some one to put new heels on his
shoes . . . then she taught him to
rhumba
. Bill Riley and the track
team stayed at the Clinton but saw
Woody Herman at the New Yorker
. by necessity they learned
to dance on the ice . . Bill Weiss
escorted a Regisite to the Sheraton
Tuesday night . . Jim Rodger's
tailor tells him that $600 won't
even pay for his Marine uniforms
does Mr. Maher, Sr. miss his
. .
brown Harris tweed coat that
Johnnie has been sporting lately ?
. . . In the absence of the Society
Editor an anonymous senior has
presumed to write this column!
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DRAMATIC SOCIETY
(Continued from Page 2)
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In last week's edition of the
Heights there appeared a letter
written by Al Arsenault, addressed to the students, concerning his recent article on
Catholic Education. In fairness
to Mr. Arsenault we admit that
the letter was not written for
publication.

Joseph O'Donnell..
Canon Gioghegan
Father Malachy
Roger Baker
Delphis Duquette....George Bleater
Robert Tacey..Jonus Shyman Bell
William Phillbrick
Rev. Humphrey Hamilton
Francis McCarthy
Constable
Francis McMahon
Altar Boy
Richard O'Grady
Archie MacDonall
Edward Duffy
John Worlock
William Dunn
Bert Cameron
Joseph Dever
A Waiter
John McNaught
Robert Gillespie
Bishop of Milothian
Leo Murphy
Timothy Battle
Constantine Pappas
Cardinal Vassina
Paul Murphy
Sir James Vickers
Edward Cronin
Sam Hicks
On Washington's Birthday, a
special matinee performance will
be given for the benefit of high
school students, who will be admitted at a special low price. There
are quite a number of good seats
still available for all remaining
performances. Tickets for these
may be obtained either at the
Dramatic Club Office, or at
Filene's, Jordan's, or at Tyson's
Ticket Agencies at Box Office
prices.
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MARQUETTE-FORDHAM

(Continued from Page 1)
Hemisphere union. Mr. P. W. Sammon, a Holy Cross graduate and
Master of the Morse School was
the critical judge of this debate.
The Siena counter attack for their
affirmative argument against Marquette was based on the establishment of a strong Christian union.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

NEWSETTES Netmen Set For
Spring Season
The Rev. Terence L. Connolly
presented an illustrated lecture on
Francis Thompson at 11:00 in the
library auditorium. Fr. Thompson,
who is a noted authority on the
English poet, proved very interesting to the many students who attended the lecture.
The try-outs for the Harrigan
Awards will be held this afternoon
in the Senior Assembly Hall. Each
speaker will give an original threeminute speech and the contest is
open to any student of Boston College.
Lenten services at Boston College will consist of daily Mass in
the Chapel at 8:20 A.M.'and ashes
will be distributed on Ash Wednesday at 12 noon and at 1:00 P.M.
The Boston College Glee Club
gave its second concert of the winter season last night at Reg-is.
Soloists included Brian Sullivan
and Thomas Flanagan.

FULTON HOLY CROSS
DEBATE
(Continued from Page 1)
The traditional Holy Cross-Boston College debate will be held this
evening in Melrose. The Fulton
will be represented by Rob't Muse,
the President of the Junior Class,
and Martin Hansberry, Manager
of the Fulton Society.
Tomorrow night, in one of the
outstanding- debates of the season,
a team composed of Walter Clear,
'41, and Robert Murphy, '41, will
represent Boston College against
Princeton on the intercollegiate debating question of the year, "Resolved that the nations of the
Western Hemisphere should form
a permanent union." The debate,
which is being sponsored by the
Waltham Undergraduate Club, will
be held at the South Junior High
School of that city. Tickets may
be obtained from Martin Hansberry, '42, or from any Waltham
student for twenty-five cents. Students and friends are invited.

The varsity tennis schedule has
been completed for this spring,
and without doubt it is the best
that has been prepared in quite a
few years. As usual, the team begins its season with a southern
trip. Beginning with George Washington University, six matches follow this one. The southern teams
are noted for their fine teams; as
well they might, for the warm winters and early springs in North and
South Carolina offer plenty of opportunity for early practice.
Gene Sullivan, captain of the
team, announces that the full
squad has not as yet been picked.
Since the tournament last fall was
not completed, there will have to
be several elimination matches in
order to determine who are the
best players in the college. However, since Easter comes fairly
early this year, there will be more
time than usual in which to make
a selection.
The schedule is not as yet fully
completed. There might be one or
two more matches added to the
schedule. As it appears below,
though, it is a schedule good
enough for any tennis team. From
start to finish, there is hardly a
set-up. In full it is:
April 11?George Washington U.,
Washington, D. C.
April 12?Loyola College, Baltimore.
April 15?Clemson, Clemson, S.C.
April 16?Presbyterian, Clinton,

S.C.

April 17?Davidson, Davidson,
N.C.
April 18?N. C. State College,
Raleigh, N. C.
April 19?Wake Forest, Wake Forest, N. C.
April 22? R. I. State, Kingston,
R. I.
May
I?Seton Hall (Tentative.)
6?B.U. at Nickerson Field.
May
7?Assumption at Newton.
May
May 12?Tufts College at Medford.
May 13? B. U. at Newton.
May 17?Fordham at New York.
May 24?St. Peter's at Newton.
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(chesterfields are

a pleasing smoke at all times
because their COOLER, BETTER TASTE comes from the
right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos.

